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£63.50 (overseas) and $105.50 (USA, Canada and Japan), post free: orders and subscriptions should be
sent to Blackwell Scientific Publications Ltd, PO Box 88, Oxford, England.
Contributions are welcome and should be sent to the Editor. They are considered on the understanding
that they are unpublished and are not on offer to another journal. Two copies should be submitted, typed
in double-spacing with a margin on A4 or American Quarto paper. Include an abstract of 150-200 words.
Quotations when long should be inset; when short, in single quotation marks. Spelling should follow the
Oxford English Dictionary, and arrangement H. Hart, Rules for Compositors, Oxford, many edns. Be clear and
consistent.
All papers should be rigorously documented, with references to primary and secondary sources typed
separately from the text in double spacing, and numbered consecutively. Cite as follows:
14 J. Smith and J. Bloggs, Early chemistry and the Royal Society, 2nd edn. (ed. H.Jones, tr. R. Roe), 5 vols.
in 6, Edinburgh & London, [ 1896]-1914; reprinted, New York, 1965, i(ii), chapter VI, especially pp. 123-
31. Only name the publisher for good reason. For a symposium: 15 J. Doe (ed.) Science yesterday, 2 vols.,
Oxford 1977, i. 16. Subsequent references may be written: 17 Doe.op.cit. (15), ii, 34. Standard works like
D.N.B., D.S.B., may be cited thus; also Plato, Timaeits, 27C-32C, Genesis, I, 6, identifying translation or
edition if necessary. Articles—use bold for volume numbers, Roman numbers for series: e.g. 7 J.J. Thom-
son, 'Cathode-rays', Phil. Mag. (1978) V, 44, pp. 293-316; a comma after unabbreviated titles, e.g.
[Liebig's] Annalen, (1843). For theses, cite University Microfilm order number, or at least Dissertations
Abstract number. Line drawings should be drawn boldly in black ink on stout white paper, feint-ruled
graph paper or tracing paper. Photographs should be glossy prints of good contrast and well matched for
tonal range. The place of an illustration should be indicated in the margin of the text. Each illustration
must carry the name of the author and article, its number, and a caption. Xerox copies may be sent when
the article is first submitted for consideration.
© British Society for the History of Science. The British Society for the History of Science retains
copyright for all articles published: it is the author's responsibility to secure any necessary permission for
publication. Single copies of articles may be made for research or private study without further ado. Per-
mission to make multiple copies should be obtained from the Society. Authors will receive twenty-five
offprints of articles free. The editor cannot accept responsibility for loss of a typescript, but will take every
care of it; typescripts are not normally returned to authors. In all matters concerning the publication of
the article, the Editor's decision is final.
The journal is delivered to North America by accelerated surface post (a.s.p.) and subscribers there can
expect to receive their copies within two weeks of British publication. Second class postage paid at Rahway,
NJ. Postmaster, send address corrections to British Journal for the History ofScience, c/o Mercury Airfreight
International Inc., 2323 Randolph Avenue, Avenel, NJ 07001, USA. Current issues for the Indian
Sub-Continent, Australasia and the Far East are sent by air to regional distribution points from where they
are forwarded to subscribers by surface mail. Any back numbers are normally despatched by surface to all
regions, except North America, where they are sent by a.s.p., and India, where they are sent by air freight.
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New in paperback

Controversy in Victorian Geology
The Cambrian-Silurian Dispute
James A. Secord

"This book aims at serious goals and achieves all of them. It
provides a fundamentally new interpretation of the Cambrian-Silurian
dispute based on exacting research and thoughtful interpretation. It
also relates the dispute both to the general social background of Brit-
ish geology and to the distinctive personal experiences of Sedgwick
and Murchison. Secord writes dear, vigorous prose and provides
plenty of helpful illustrations. One cannot ask for more."
—William Montgomery, Science
Now in paper: S16.95 ISBN 0-691-02441-3

PRICES ARE IN U.S. DOLLARS • ORDER FROM YOUR BOOKSELLER OR FROM

ORDER DEFT.
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German National Socialism Health, Race and German
and the Quest for Nuclear Politics between National
Power, 1929-1949 Unification and Nazism,
MARK WALKER

Mark Walker examines the political,
scientific, military and moral aspects of
Germany's quest for nuclear power. He"
proposes that their decision against
producing nuclear weapons in the
Second World War was political and
economic rather than scientific or moral
and examines the postwar decisions
which led to the production of 'the
bomb'. 'x
£27.5Onet Hardback 052136413 2
350 pp. 1989

/1870-1945
PAULWEINDLINC

- -% Between 1870-1945 German biology
and medicine assumed important social
aims of national reconstruction. Based
on a wealth of hitherto neglected
archival sources, this book analyses the
origins, social composition and impact
of eugenics in the context of the social
and political tension of a rapidly

v industrialising empire.
\ £55.00 net Hardback 0 521363810

640 pp. 1989
Cambridge History of Medicine

The Medical Revolution of
the Seventeenth Century
Edited by ROGER FRENCH and
ANDREW WEAR

Between 1630 and 1730 medicine came
to represent something more than a
marginal activity unrelated to current
social and intellectual phenomena. The
essays in this volume not only place
medicine into a 'context' of political,
religious and social change but also
explore the dynamics which fashioned
the nature of medicine in the age of
revolution.
£35.00net Hardback 0521355109
344 pp. 1989

Faces of Degeneration
Aspects of a European Disorder
c. 1848-1918
DANIEL PICK

In the wake of the theory of evolution
and naturalism a move was made
towards theories of atavism and socio-
biological decline, a move which was
reflected in the culture and politics of
most european nations. This book traces
the profound complex of political issues
to which this new attitude gave rise.
£27.50 net Hardback 0 521360218
288 pp. 1989

For further information please write to Susan Chadwick at the address below.

m Cambridge
University Press

The Edinburgh Building, Cambridge CB2 2RU, UK.
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Cambridge
Now in paperback

The Neglect of
Experiment
ALLAN FRANKLIN

What role have experiments
played, and should they play, in
physics? How does one come to
believe rationally in experimental
results? Professor Franklin attempts
to answer these questions by
combining the detailed study of
four episodes in the history of
20th century physics with an
examination of some of the
philosophical issues involved.
£10.95 net Paperback 0 52137965 2
290 pp. 1990

Energy and Empire
A Biographical Study of Lord Kelvin
C.W. SMITH and M.N. WISE
Drawn from a wealth of
manuscripts and correspondence,
this is a definitive biographical
study of the most famous
mathematical physicist of the
nineteenth century. It places Kelvin
in the context of Victorian society
and discusses the idea that
Victorian physics was an expression
of the Victorian society that
produced it.
£60.00 net Hardback 0 521 26173 2
853 pp. 1989

An Institute for
an Empire
The Physikalisch-Technische
Reichsanstalt, 1871-1918
DAVID CAHAN
Using a wealth of archival and
printed sources, David Cahan
traces the Reichsanstalt's founding,
its development into a scientific
bureaucracy, its relation to other
scientific, industrial, and political
institutions in the German Reich
and beyond, and the reasons for its
scientific successes and limitations.
£30.00 net Hardback 0 521 33057 2
333 pp. 1989

The Solar System
Planetary Astronomy from the
Renaissance to the Mid-nineteenth
Century
RENE TATON and
CURTIS WILSON
Spanning Tycho Brahe to Isaac
Newton this account is rich in detail
not previously brought together in
a single volume. It is presented as a
highly readable narrative without
scholarly apparatus, but taking into
account much recent scholarship.
£27.50 net Hardback 0 521242541
304 pp. 1989
General History of Astronomy Volume 2A

For further information please write to Susan Chadwick at the address below.

Cambridge
University Press

The Edinburgh Building, Cambridge CB2 2RU, UK.
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Historical Studies in the
Physical and Biological Sciences

Volume 20, Part 2
KOSTAS GAVROGLU

DANKEVLES

ERIC L. MILLS

ALEX SOOJUNG-KIM
PANG

S.S. SCHWEBER

LEWIS PYENSON

HENRY LOWOOD

The reaction of the British physicists and chemists
to van der Waals' early work and to the law of
corresponding states

Cold war and hot physics: Science, security, and
the American state, 1945-56

Useful in many capacities: An early career in
American physical oceanography

Edward Bowles and radio engineering at MIT,
1920-1940

The young John Clarke Slater and the development
of quantum chemistry
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